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great deal of correspondence and agitation, and one or two scenes
in which things were said, chiefly by the soldier's wife, for retired
school-mistresses are hampered at these moments. The soldier
was acutely distressed at the situation, but of course could not
move away from the East Coast where he was stationed, to assist
in the matter.
I forget now how we came to be drawn into all this; at least,
not into it but on the outside edge, but I do remember a discussion
and an attitude that infuriated me, because it was not only dangerous
and unkind, but also unfair and illogical: My opponent said that
the old who had no more to do with life than sit and wait for death
need not be considered in the housing problem during war-time.
Now I am aware that"soldier" and "children" are talisman words
in this struggle, and that "breakdown** and "old school-mistress"
cut no ice. I am aware as well that it would not help to stress an
element of irony (irony never helps) that two people who spent
strength and devotion in the cause of educating children, must
now at last stand outside the gate of their own home where they
Had never yet lived except in longing, because four children were
settling down nicely to their lessons. If it were officially admitted,
as in certain Utopian states, that after a certain age people en-
cumber the earth and take up so and so many unnecessary square
yards without giving adequate return to the State mentally, morally
and physically, then fair arrangements should be made for their
pleasant and painless extermination; as in Max Beerbohm's
delicious parody of H. G. Wells, called "Perkins and Mankind".
But while this is not done, and while self-extermination continues
to be punishable by law, then the right to live, and above all, the
facilities to live, must be equally distributed to every age. To leave
people alive, to forbid them to remove themselves, but at the same
time to talk of them contemptuously as though their very breathing
were a crime, a robbery of youth and its chances, seems to me a
most damnable code. Youth or age is a purely arbitrary test of
usefulness.
But at least the victims of these sorrows and confusions were
still in their own country, and being disappointed in their own
language. We who are English and still with England around
us, can only rarely by the page of a book or the hearing of a refugee's
broken story drive ourselves with full imagination out of our own
country and into exile. Negroes and Israelites are the eternal
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